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ABSTRACT
Recent academic and industrial work is exploring the challenges of using RDMA over Ethernet, to support highly reliable, latency-sensitive services in today’s datacenters. Previous work on the high-speed packet I/O like netmap, DPDK,
etc., and high-performance user-level stacks like mTCP, IX
etc., rekindles our inspirations to implement a high-performance
software RDMA over commodity Ethernet devices.
This paper summarizes and explores the much-overlapped
design philosophy between RDMA and the high-performance
user-level stacks. Inspired by these, we design SoftRDMA,
which is a user-level iWARP stack, based on One-Copy and
deliberate threading model design. SoftRDMA’s system implementation includes user-level iWARP/TCP/IP protocols
and the DPDK packet I/O. No special hardware or software
is required beyond. It provides the basic verbs of iWARP
for RDMA communication. In our evaluation, SoftRDMA
demonstrates comparable latency and throughput performance
against the hardware-supported iWARP scheme. It achieves
microsecond latency for short message and nearly full line
rate for long message transfer.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) technology has
been introduced in some industrial datacenters [18], to provide ultra-low latency and high throughput for applications
like FaRM [16] and Pilaf [24]. It provides direct memory-tomemory data transfer between servers [28]. The networking
protocol is implemented entirely on NICs. This offloading
significantly reduces CPU overhead and overall latency. Besides, the data transfer is done directly from userspace without
trapping into the kernel, avoiding the system call and context
switching overhead [5]. This allows data to be transferred in
a Zero-Copy manner, avoiding the intermediate copies done
by the kernel in traditional stacks. To simplify the stack, the
protocol assumes a lossless networking fabric.
Today, there are three main network protocols which support RDMA: InfiniBand (IB) [9], Internet Wide Area RDMA
Protocol (iWARP) [1], RDMA Over Converged Ethernet
(RoCE) [10]. However, all these protocols face their own
challenges on both technique and deployment aspects. IB
is expensive and incompatible with Ethernet infrastructure.
RoCE is complex and needs restrictive configuration. Prioritybased Flow Control (PFC), the RoCE relied on, will lead
to head-of-line blocking, unfairness, spreading congestion
problems, etc [18]. iWARP seems better which is Ethernetcompatible and acceptable in performance. But the offloading schemes make all these RDMA protocols inflexible in
protocol upgrades, limited in hardware resources for large
connections, and needs extra support from OS vendors.
Recently, commodity hardware and software evolvements
provide the capability and opportunity for RDMA to solve
these challenges in a software way, which is performanceguaranteed, Ethernet-compatible, commodity NIC in hand
being utilized without customized devices. For hardware: 10
GbE NICs are widely deployed in datacenters, which guarantee fairly low round-trip latencies. 40 GbE and 100 GbE
technologies are right around the corner [12]. For software:
recent works like mTCP [20], IX [11], Arrakis [25], etc., utilizes these hardware capabilities to innovate high performance
packet I/O framework, including PacketShader’s packet I/O
engine (PSIO) [19], netmap [29], DPDK [3], etc. They all
drive the important technical changes on packet processing:
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(i) Zero-Copy/One-Copy; (ii) Kernel bypass; (iii) Memory
pooling, pre-allocation and re-use; (iv) Batch processing; (v)
Affinity and prefetching, etc. Benefited from the technical improvements and architectural optimizations, they achieve both
high throughput and low latency in software approaches.
In this paper, we are inspired to rekindle the high-performance
software RDMA implementation over commodity Ethernet
(called SoftRDMA). We choose the dedicated user-space
stack design for kernel bypass, which is different from the
historical software iWARP implementations [14, 15, 22, 27].
In the threading model design, we compare the recent popular
multithreaded model which was taken by mTCP and the traditional Linux kernel stack, the run-to-completion model IX
took and finally propose our own threading model, which is
considered to better trade off between throughput, latency, and
the ease of implementations. We argue for One-Copy rather
than Zero-Copy, analyze the working process of Two-Copy
and sum up the suitable use cases for One-Copy and ZeroCopy. In Section 4, we implement the SoftRDMA prototype
system, which includes iWARP (RDMAP/DDP/MPA), userlevel TCP/IP and DPDK packet I/O. SoftRDMA is kernelbypass, One-Copy, memory buffer pre-allocation and reuse of
packets and metadata. In the implementation and deployment
of SoftRDMA protocol on commodity servers, no special
hardware or software are required beyond. It provides the
basic verbs for RDMA communication.
Our tests in Section 5 show that SoftRDMA can achieve
comparable latency and throughput performance to hardwaresupport RDMA scheme. SoftRDMA achieves 6.63 µs latency
for 64B message transfer, comparing to 3.59 µs of RNIC. SoftRDMA keeps the same order of magnitude on latency transferring different sized messages, and over 8 Gbit/s throughput
compared to 9 Gbit/s of RNIC when transferring > 100 KB
sized of messages.

which makes it difficult to be deployed in modern datacenters. Besides, deploying and managing two separate networks
cost much. Thus, the RoCE standard [10], and its successor
RoCEv2 [2] have been proposed.
RoCE: RoCE is indeed IB over Ethernet, where the transport and network layers of IB is replaced by raw Ethernet
encapsulation [6]. Long claimed to be routable, RoCEv2 currently includes UDP and IP to provide that capability. RoCEv2 relies on Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) to guarantee lossless networks. However, PFC is a coarse-grained
mechanism. It operates at the port level, and does not distinguish between flows, resulting in problems like the potential
for deadlock [21], head-of-line blocking, and unfairness[30],
etc., which hinders its large scale deployment.
iWARP: iWARP enables RDMA over the existing TCP/IP
infrastructure, which means it is fabric consolidation. Only
NICs should be specially built (called RNIC). No other changes
are required for the Ethernet equipment. Network administrators can use standard IP tools to manage traffic in an iWARP
network, taking advantage of existing skill sets and processes
to reduce overall cost and complexity. This is different from
the other special-purpose interconnects like IB, RoCE and
RoCEv2 above. Testing conducted shows that an iWARPenabled 10GbE network is a credible competitor on performance against IB and RoCE fabric [4, 7, 26].
All three protocols share the common design philosophy to
accelerate the protocol processing and reduce CPU involvement: (i) custom protocol offloading to NIC; (ii) kernel bypass; (iii) Zero-Copy; (iv) memory buffer pre-allocation and
pre-registering at both ends. Although these three protocols
could provide high throughput and ultra-low latency for data
transfer, they all require customized hardware devices and
have their respective challenges as mentioned above, when
coming to be deployed in today’s Ethernet-based datacenters.

2

2.2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

This section first enumerates the technical details of domain
RDMA frameworks and summarize the common design philosophy. Then, we list the much similar technical improvements in recent commodity hardware and software evolvements, which motivate us to rekindle the high-performance
software RDMA over commodity Ethernet.

2.1

Domain RDMA Network Protocols

IB: Historically, IB supports RDMA natively from the beginning [9], which requires custom NICs and purpose-built
switches. The link layer (L2) uses credit-based, hop-by-hop
flow control to prevent packet loss, allowing the transport
protocol (L4) to be quite simple and efficient. Obviously, IB
network is not compatible with IP and Ethernet technologies,

Hardware and Software Evolvements

Recently, commodity hardware (HW) and software (SW) have
evolved greatly, which brings important technical improvements on packet processing.
Hardware: 10 GbE devices are widely deployed in datacenters, which guarantee fairly low round-trip latencies. 40
GbE and 100 GbE technologies are right there [12]. NICs also
bring the hardware support for multi-processor, multi-core
servers [13], such as RSS/Flow Director, DCA, etc.
Software: Recent work like mTCP [20], IX [11], Arrakis
[25], etc., utilizes these hardware capabilities to innovate
high performance packet I/O framework, including PacketShader’s packet I/O engine (psio) [19], netmap [29], DPDK
[3], etc. They drive the common important technical changes
on packet processing: (i) Zero-Copy/One-Copy; (ii) kernel
bypass; (iii) Memory pooling, pre-allocation and re-use; (iv)
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This section describes the design of SoftRDMA in details. We
explain why we choose the userspace iWARP as our approach,
and why we take One-Copy instead of Zero-Copy. Besides,
we pay more attention to the threading model design for better
performance balance.

Dedicated Userspace iWARP Stack

Historically, research work on different software iWARP design combinations includes : building user-level iWARP (including RDMAP, DDP and MPA layers of iWARP) based
on the kernel-level TCP/IP sockets as Fig. 1(a) [14] presents,
building kernel-level iWARP on kernel-level TCP/IP sockets
shown in Fig. 1(b) [15] and even building user-level iWARP
on SCTP and UDP sockets [22, 27]. But the in-kernel stack
comes with significant costs. Applications have to spend much
time executing within the kernel: delivering interrupts, demultiplexing and copying packets [20]. The system calls also lead
to context switching overheads which happen at every kernel
crossing.
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Batch processing; (v) Affinity and prefetching, etc. Benefited
from the technical improvements and architectural optimizations, they can achieve both high throughput and low latency
in software approaches.
These HW/SW evolvements mostly share the similar design philosophy with RDMA frameworks, which inspire us
to rekindle the design of software RDMA implementation
over commodity Ethernet devices. We are motivated to design and implement SoftRDMA system, in order to explore
this opportunity and capability. Our SoftRDMA should follow these design goals: (i) Providing comparable latency and
throughput performance to hardware schemes; (ii) No customized hardware devices required; (iii) Be compatible with
the commodity IP-based infrastructures.

3.1

2

DDP

Figure 1: Different software iWARP design options based
on TCP/IP protocol: (a) User-level iWARP + Kernel-level
TCP/IP; (b) Kernel-level iWARP + Kernel-level TCP/IP;
(c) User-level iWARP + User-level TCP/IP
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Data flow

Figure 2: The journey of packets through the network
stack: from the NICs to server’s applications
In this work, we are the first to build the user-level iWARP
based on the user-level TCP/IP stacks as Fig. 1(c) shows.
Of course, user-level stacks are not a novel concept. The
TCP/IP stacks in mTCP [20] and Sandstorm [23] entirely
run in userspace, in order to eliminate kernel crossing overheads, and optimize packet processing without incurring the
complexity of kernel modifications. Accordingly, we choose
the user-level stacks since they provide us lower overheads,
higher performance, more free space and convenient for novel
stack design. We build our SoftRDMA on our own user-level
TCP/IP stack to bypass the kernel for higher performance.

3.2

One-Copy versus Zero-Copy

As Fig.2 presents, the commodity NIC and the device driver
process input data as following steps [31]: 1) Packets are transferred from NIC to ring buffer through DMA; 2) NIC raises
hardware interrupt; 3) Hardware interrupt handler schedules
RX Softirq; 4) Softirq checks its corresponding CPU’s NIC
device poll-queue; 5) Softirq polls the corresponding NIC’s
ring buffer; 6) Packets are copied from its RX ring buffer for
the stack processing. The corresponding slot in the ring buffer
is reinitialized and refilled; 7) After the stack processing, the
payloads of input packets are copied to different applications’
buffer in an ordered way. During the 7 steps, the traditional
stack finishes Two-Copy: the first copy in step (6) and the
second in step (7). Through memory mapping and careful
memory management, the second copy from kernel space
to user space could be eliminated. Could the DMA memory
region be shared to remove the first copy?
To answer this, we revisit the interaction process between
NIC and driver. During the device initialization, the driver
allocates RX buffer as NIC’s DMA region. The driver writes
addresses of each RX entries to NIC, and treats those addresses as a ring buffer. Every time NIC receives a packet,
it writes to the next free entry. Because the ring buffer has
a finite and fixed capacity, entries can be overridden if NIC
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Figure 3: Different threading models that previous work employs
suffers from a packet flood (e.g. micro-burst). If the driver
doesn’t copy packets out of the ring buffer fast enough, NIC
will lose packets due to lack of free DMA entries.
Thus, sharing the DMA region to support Zero-Copy should
carefully consider two points: 1) Where to put the input packets for different applications and how to manage them? 2)
Whether the DMA region is large enough or could be reused
as fast as possible to hold input packets? During the interaction of the commodity NIC and driver above, NIC is unaware
about the application-appointed place to store the input packet
before stack processing. The DMA-enable region is also finite and fixed, which could only store up to thousands of
input packets (e.g. The maximum ring length for Intel 82599
is 4096 [13]). Thus, the 1st copy in Fig.2 is necessary, and
should be done as quickly as possible.
For a fully offloading iWARP RNIC, the memory is preregistered by applications to notify the memory management
modules, and after RNIC’s protocol processing, NIC knows
the place to copy the input packets to. Thus, Zero-Copy is
achievable for RNIC. Among the recent high-performance
software packet I/O, most frameworks like PSIO, netmap support One-Copy. But some others like DPDK, PF_RING DNA
provide the Zero-Copy implementation. These Zero-Copy
frameworks may accelerate the processing of some middleboxes or monitoring systems, which quickly operates on the
input packets without complex processing. Actually, complicated middlebox functions or stack processing on commodity
NICs still need the unavoidable 1st copy [17].
For these reasons, SoftRDMA stack is One-Copy, which is
the same with mTCP [20] design, but different from IX [11]
which takes Zero-Copy for ultra-low latency.

3.3

Threading Model Design

The threading model design of stacks closely relates to the
system’s throughput and latency. We list some models that
previous work employs and analyze their features.
As Fig.3(c1) shows, a pair of threads are used in this model.
One is responsible for packet processing in the application.
The other is dedicated for packet receiving and sending. This
model is good for throughput since it can process packets in
batches. However, there are trade-offs between throughput

and latency in this model. It incurs higher latency because
of the thread switching and the communication cost via the
aggressive batching. This model is adopted by mTCP [20],
which has been demonstrated to handle millions of short
message transactions per second. Besides, the similar multithreading model is also applied to the kernel stack and lwIP
sequential API [8].
Fig.3(b) presents the run-to-completion thread model. It
runs to completion all stages needed to receive and transmit a
packet, interleaving protocol processing and application processing at certain transition points. This indeed improves the
latency of packet processing. But if the application processing is slightly more sophisticated and consumes more time,
the iteration time for the run-to-completion thread may be
too long to receive input packets. IX [11] adopts this thread
model and its dataplane is optimized for both bandwidth and
latency. It is designed around a native, Zero-Copy API that
supports processing of bounded batches of packets. However,
since IX supports Zero-Copy, the DMA memory region may
be overflowed in this case, causing a lot of packet losses as
Section 3.2 described.
Summarizing previous work, we take the multithreading
mode with a different design as shown in Fig.3(c3). One
thread is responsible for packet receiving, which includes the
1st copy of the input packets from DMA memory region to
kernel memory, pushing packets into TCP/IP stack for processing and producing receiving events into the event queue.
The other thread is responsible for application processing and
the packet sending. The receiving thread could accelerate the
packet receiving process, since packet receiving is more complex compared to sending. This allows more input packets to
be fetched into the server’s memory timely. The application
processing and the sending run within a thread to improve the
efficiency and reduce the processing latency. This is a better
trade-off between throughput and latency.

4

SOFTRDMA IMPLEMENTATION

We implement SoftRDMA’s prototype system with roughly
20K lines of C code (LoC), among which about 7.8K LoC are
new and modified by us, which include DPDK-accelerated
TCP/IP stack based on lwIP, MPA/DDP/RDMAP layer of
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Figure 4: Performance of four RDMA schemes to transfer ⩽ 10K messages Figure 5: Latency of four RDMA
schemes to transfer ⩽ 1K messages
iWARP and the glue code among these layers. The whole
middlebox fragmentation ii) adding CRC at the end of FPDU
software architecture is shown in Fig.1.
iii) sometimes adding segment pad bytes.
Verbs is the only interface into the iWarp stack that is
TCP/IP layer is based on the lwIP source code. We tried
accessible to the application. We highlight some of them.
the sequential API and the raw API of lwIP separately, and
finally chose the latter in the implementation. The sequential
All the information is organized in the abstract RNIC structure, which could be allocated by iwarp_rnic_open().
API provides an ordinary, sequential way to use the lwIP stack,
which is similar to the BSD socket API. It is multithreaded
The iwarp_nsmr_register() function is used to preregister memory buffers for the connections. During the conlike Fig.3(c1). The raw API allows the program execution
nection establishment period, iwarp_qp_passive_connect()
to be event based by having callback functions called from
and iwarp_qp_active_connect() functions will newithin the TCP/IP code, which makes them run in the same
thread. However, to program directly with the raw API is
gotiate and decide whether to use marker or CRC for MPA
layers based on initiator’s criteria or responder’s reply.
inconvenient, because functions are called from the bottom
up which is quite different from the top-down software design
RDMA protocol (RDMAP) layer supplies communication primitives for verbs layer, including Send/Recv/RDMA
and implementation way. But the threading model in Section
Write/RDMA Read. Verbs layer work requests are delivered
3.3(c3) provides a nice integration point to integrate the lowin order from RDMAP to low layers. The Send and RDMA
layer raw APIs and the upper-layer application program.
DPDK is a software development kit produced by Intel that
Write operations require a single message for data transfer,
while the RDMA Read needs a request by the consumer, folallows direct userspace access to standard NICs. It uses the
lowed by a response from the supplier. RDMAP is designed
UIO modules to map the device I/O memory and interrupts
as a stream-based layer.
into userspace in Linux. In SoftRDMA implementation, we
utilize the DPDK library to implement One-Copy and bypass
Direct Data Placement (DDP) layer allows the direct message transfer between user buffers in the application and the
the kernel. It applies memory pre-allocation and re-usage,
RNIC without intermediate buffering. DDP does this by segspecifically, two memory regions are allocated: one for the
mentation. On sends, DDP splits the outgoing messages into
packet data, and the other for its metadata. This reduces the
small chunks that fit lower-level transport frames. On the rememory allocation and deallocation costs for SoftRDMA.
ceiving side, DDP reassembles these frames and places the
Besides of these, DPDK uses poll mode operations: the user
application polls for new messages from the NIC rather than
data at the appropriate offset in the destination buffer. DDP
places a small header in each outgoing message to specify the
waiting for an interrupt. Integrating with the receiving loop
queue number, message number and offset.
thread of SoftRDMA in Section 3.3, the poll mode will further
reduce the latency of packets receiving.
Marker PDU Aligned (MPA) protocol inserts markers
into DDP data units before passing them to the TCP layer.
It also reassembles marked data units from the TCP stream
5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
and removes the markers before passing them to the DDP
Our experiment setup consists of two DELL PowerEdge R430
layer. This new segment is known as Framing Protocol Data
servers: one running as the SoftRDMA server; the other one as
Unit (FPDU). The FPDU format has three essential changes:
the client, connected via a direct cable through Intel 82599ES
i) adding markers which point to the DDP header in case of
10 Gbit NIC. We also use two Chelsio T520-SO-CR 10GbE
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Figure 6: Performance of four RDMA schemes to transfer 10K – 500K messages
RNICs to measure the hardware-supported iWARP’s performance. These cards use PCIe v3.0 with 8 lanes, which provide
enough bandwidth in both directions. Each server machines
run on dual Intel Xeon E5-2620 v3 CPUs (6 cores per CPU),
64 GB of RAM. The clock speed is fixed at 2.3 GHz, and
power conserving mechanisms and Hyper-Threading are disabled to make the measurements consistent and repeatable.
CentOS 7.3 with kernel version 3.10.0 is used on all servers.
In the experiments, we compare the performance of four
RDMA implementation schemes to transfer the messages
with different sizes, including hardware-supported RNIC (denoted by iWARP RNIC legend), user-level iWARP based on
kernel-socket (denoted by Kernel Socket legend), user-level
iWARP based on lwIP sequential API (denoted by Sequential API legend) and user-level iWARP based on lwIP raw
API which is our SoftRDMA implementation (denoted by
SoftRDMA legend).
Short Message: We use the RDMA verbs to transfer ⩽
10K messages between the client and server, which is a PingPong test. Fig.4 shows the throughput and latency to transfer
short messages. From Fig.4(a), we could see SoftRDMA
keeps the close latency metric (< 50 µs) with RNIC (< 20 µs)
in the same order of magnitude, which is far less than the other
two schemes. While the throughput in Fig.4(b) of SoftRDMA
falls far behind compared to RNIC, as latency is the key performance index for short message delivering, we think this is
acceptable. In details, Fig.5 shows the latency to transfer messages within 1K sizes. SoftRDMA achieves 6.63 µs to transfer
64B messages and 6.80 µs for 1024B messages, comparing to
RNIC’s 3.59 µs for 64B and 5.29 µs for 1024B. This demonstrates that SoftRDMA’s One-Copy really consumes a little
more than RNIC’s Zero-Copy. Moreover, the latency to transfer 1024B-size message (1 copy-operation) only increases
2.5% compared to the one for 64B-size message transfer (1
copy-operation). However, the latency to transfer 10KB-size
message (8 copy-operations) increases 86.28% compared to

the one for 2KB-size message transfer (2 copy-operations).
This illustrates that the cost for 1 copy-operation is fairly
constant.
Long Message: In the experiments to transfer 10KB-500KB
sized messages, we can see that SoftRDMA achieves both
the low latency and increasingly higher throughput as Fig.6
shows, which is closer to the performance of RNIC. Fig.6(a)
reflects that SoftRDMA always keeps the close latency with
RNIC throughout the experiment, which is 52.19 µs for 10KB,
101.36 µs for 100KB, 500.06 µs for 500KB comparing to
RNIC’s 16.64 µs for 10KB, 93.45 µs for 100KB, 432.50
µs for 500KB separately. On the other hand, the throughput achieved by SoftRDMA increases from 1461.71 Mbps
for 10KB messages transfer to 7893.31 Mbps for 100KB
ones, and stays around 8000 Mbps afterward. Meanwhile, the
throughput of RNIC only increases from 8854.16 Mbps for
10KB messages to 8917.44 Mbps for 100KB ones. Obviously,
SoftRDMA keeps the close performance with RNIC for the
long message delivering.

6

DISCUSSION

This section discusses three main things needed to be done
next. Firstly, SoftRDMA would be based on a more stable
and robust user-level stack instead of lwIP, which is designed
for embedded devices, rather than server systems. Secondly,
some common hardware features of NICs would be utilized to
accelerate protocol processing furtherly, such as TCP checksum offload (TSO), large segmentation offload (LSO), and
large receive offload (LRO). For NICs with memory based
gather/scatter to/from the main memory, a truely Zero-Copy
SoftRDMA version would be implemented and evaluated.
We believe SoftRDMA can easily incorporate these features.
Thirdly, more comparison experiments would be conducted
between SoftRDMA, iWARP NIC and RoCE NIC. We also
plan to deploy SoftRDMA on 40GbE/50GbE devices to check
how does it scale with link rates of NIC.
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CONCLUSION

In this work, we revisit the historical RDMA technologies
including InfiniBand, iWARP and RoCE, compare their characteristics and challenges, and summarize the shared technologies these stacks adopt. Considering the struggle of RDMA
in Ethernet integration and the overlapped design philosophy
between RDMA and recent work on high-speed packet I/O
frameworks and user-level network stacks embodied, we are
motivated to rekindle the high-performance software RDMA
implementation over commodity Ethernet.
We design SoftRDMA which takes the dedicated userspace
iWARP stack roadmap to bypass the kernel, One-Copy to
decrease memory traffic, the carefully designed threading
model to make a better balance between throughput and latency. SoftRDMA achieves micro-second latency in the short
message delivering tests and keeps both high throughput and
low latency for long message transfer, which is comparable
to the hardware-supported iWARP scheme.
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